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Abstract
A framework for energy-efficient resource allocation in a single-user, amplify-and-forward (AF),
relay-assisted, multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) system is devised in this paper. Previous results
in this area have focused on rate maximization or sum power minimization problems, whereas fewer
results are available when bits/Joule energy efficiency (EE) optimization is the goal. Here, the performance
metric to optimize is the ratio between the system’s achievable rate and the total consumed power. The
optimization is carried out with respect to the source and relay precoding matrices, subject to quality-
of-service (QoS) and power constraints. Such a challenging non-convex optimization problem is tackled
by means of fractional programming and alternating maximization algorithms, for various channel state
information (CSI) assumptions at the source and relay. In particular the scenarios of perfect CSI and those
of statistical CSI for either the source-relay or the relay-destination channel are addressed. Moreover,
sufficient conditions for beamforming optimality are derived, which is useful in simplifying the system
design. Numerical results are provided to corroborate the validity of the theoretical findings.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless relaying is a well-known technique to provide reliable transmission, high throughput, broad
coverage and agile frequency reuse in modern wireless networks [1], [2]. In a cellular environment, relays
are usually deployed in areas where a significant shadowing effect is present such as tunnels or the inside
of buildings, as well as in areas that are far away from the transmitter and that otherwise would not be
covered. In this context, AF is one of the most widely used choices because it does not require the relays
to decode and know the users’ codebooks, thus allowing a faster and simpler design and placement of
the relays. This relaying strategy is also one candidate approach in the standard LTE-Advanced and is
usually referred to as layer-1 relaying [3]. Another key-factor in modern communication systems is the
use of multiple antennas. It is established that the use of multiple antennas grants higher data rates and
lower bit error rates [4]. As a result, recently a great deal of research has focused on MIMO relaying,
where a multiple antenna, non-regenerative relay precodes the signal received from the source by an AF
matrix, and then forwards it to the destination.
Most previous papers in this research direction consider source and relay precoding matrix allocation for
the optimization of traditional performance measures such as achievable rate and minimum mean square
error [5]–[14] and references therein. However, the consideration that in mobile networks the nodes are
typically battery-powered, thus having a limited lifetime, as well as the concerns for sustainable growth
due to the increasing demand for energy, have garnered a great deal of interest on an efficient use of
energy in wireless networks [15], [16] both in academia and in industry. Information and communication
technologies (ICT) consume about 2% of the entire world energy consumption, and the situation is likely
to reach the point wherein ICT equipments in large cities will require more energy than it is actually
available [17]. One approach in this sense is to consider the minimization of the transmit power subject
to QoS constraint [18], [19]. However, the trade-off between achieving high data rates and limiting
energy consumptions is mathematically more thoroughly described by considering the optimization of
new, fractional performance measures, which are measured in bit/Joule and thus naturally represent the
efficiency with which each Joule of energy drained from the battery is being used to transmit information.
Resource allocation for bit/Joule EE optimization has been extensively analyzed in single-antenna, one-
hop networks and several performance metrics have been proposed. In [20]–[23] and references therein,
the EE is defined as the ratio between the achieved throughput and the consumed power. Instead, in [24],
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3[25] the ratio between the achievable rate and the consumed power has been considered. As for one-hop,
multiple-antenna networks, fewer results are available. In [26], the ratio between the throughput and the
consumed power is optimized, but the simplifying assumption of single-stream transmission is made.
In [27] the EE is defined as the ratio between the goodput and the transmit power and the problem of
transmit covariance matrix allocation is studied. In [28] a broadcast MIMO channel is considered and
uplink-downlink duality is exploited to come up with a transmit covariance matrix allocation algorithm
so as to maximize the ratio between the system capacity and the consumed power. Few results are
available for relay-assisted single-antenna networks, too. In [29] competitive power control algorithms
for EE maximization in relay-assisted single-antenna multiple access networks are devised, while [30]
extends the results of [29] to interference networks.
All of the previously cited works assume that perfect CSI is available for resource allocation purposes,
which might not be feasible in real-world systems. Indeed, a significant research trend is to devise resource
allocation algorithms that require only statistical CSI, thus reducing the amount of communication
overhead. As far as MIMO systems are concerned, contributions in this direction have mainly focused on
the optimization of traditional performance measures such as achievable rate [31]–[33] and mean square
error [34]. Instead, less attention has been given to the problem of EE optimization with statistical CSI.
In [35], [36], a one-hop MIMO link is considered and the transmit covariance matrix is allocated so
as to maximize the ratio between the ergodic capacity and the consumed power. Instead, no results are
available for bit/Joule EE optimization in relay-assisted MIMO systems, and even the simpler case in
which perfect CSI is assumed is an almost unexplored field. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, the first
contribution in this direction is the conference paper [37], where preliminary results on EE maximization
in MIMO relay-assisted systems with perfect CSI are provided.
Motivated by this background, this work is aimed at providing a thorough investigation of energy-
efficient resource allocation in MIMO relay-assisted systems, with perfect and statistical CSI. The EE is
defined as the ratio between the system’s achievable rate and the consumed power. In the definition of
the consumed power, not only the transmit power, but also the circuit power dissipated in the devices’
electronic circuitry is accounted for. In such a scenario, energy-efficient resource allocation algorithms
that jointly allocate the source and relay precoding matrix subject to power and QoS constraints have
been devised. In particular, the following cases have been considered.
1) Perfect CSI is available for both source-to-relay and relay-to-destination channel.
2) Perfect CSI is available only for the relay-to-destination channel, while the source-to-relay channel
is only statistically known.
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43) Perfect CSI is available only for the source-to-relay channel, while the relay-to-destination channel
is only statistically known.
In all three cases, the fractional, non-convex optimization problem to be solved has been tackled by means
of a two-step approach. First, the optimal source and relay transmit directions have been determined in
closed form. Next, plugging the optimal transmit directions in the objective function, it has been shown
that the resulting problem is separately pseudo-concave in the source and relay power allocation vectors.
Thus, the alternating maximization algorithm coupled with fractional programming tools have been used
to complete the resource allocation process. Moreover, with reference to scenarios 2) and 3) sufficient
conditions for the optimality of source beamforming transmission have been derived, which allows to
reduce the complexity of the resource allocation phase. Otherwise stated, sufficient conditions under
which the optimal power allocation at the source is to concentrate all the available power on just one
data stream have been derived.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the considered scenario, formally
stating the problem to be tackled. In Section III the energy-efficient resource allocation problem is solved
assuming perfect CSI is available for both the source-to-relay and the relay-to-destination channel. Section
IV addresses the case in which only statistical CSI for the source-to-relay channel is available, while
Section V tackles the opposite case in which the relay-to-destination channel is statistically known.
In Section VI the optimality of beamforming transmission is investigated for the scenarios considered
in Sections IV and V. Numerical results are provided in Section VII, while concluding remarks are
provided in Section VIII. Some lemmas which are instrumental to the derivation of the theoretical results
are provided in the Appendix.
Notation: In the sequel, E[·] is the statistical expectation operator, In denotes an n × n identity
matrix, (·)H , tr(·), | · |, and (·)+ denote Hermitian, trace, determinant, and pseudo-inversion of a matrix,
respectively. diag(v1, . . . , vN ) denotes a diagonal matrix with {vn}Nn=1 as diagonal elements. while Hn
denotes the space of n×n, Hermitian, positive semidefinite matrices. Matrix inequalities will be intended
in the Lo¨wner sense1. The acronym EVD and SVD stand for eigenvalue decomposition and singular value
decomposition, respectively, and, without loss of generality, in all EVDs and SVDs, the eigenvalues and
singular values will be assumed to be arranged in decreasing order.
1For any two Hermitian, positive semidefinite matrices M1 and M2, M1  M2 means by definition that M1 −M2 is
positive semidefinite.
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5II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a relay-assisted MIMO system consisting of one source S, one half-duplex AF relay R and
one destination D, which are equipped with NS , NR and ND antennas, respectively. Let s be the source’s
unit-norm symbol vector, and x = Q1/2s, withQ = E[xxH ] being the source transmit covariance matrix.
Let us also denote by H and G the source-relay and relay-destination channels, and by A the AF relay
matrix. Then, the signals yR and yD received at the relay and destination respectively, can be written
as yR = HQ
1/2s + nR and yD = GAHQ
1/2s +GAnR + nD, with nR and nD being the thermal
noise at relay and destination, modeled as zero-mean complex circular Gaussian vectors with covariance
matrices σ2RINR and σ
2
DIND , respectively.
The goal of the resource allocation process is to maximize the efficiency with which the system nodes
employ the energy supply at their disposal to transmit information. The efficiency of any physical system
is usually defined by the benefit-cost ratio, and in communication systems two natural measures of benefit
and cost are the achievable rate and the consumed energy. The ratio between the achievable rate in a
communication system and the consumed energy is commonly referred to as the global energy efficiency
(GEE) of the system. Clearly, a trade-off exists between ensuring high achievable rates and saving as much
energy as possible. Therefore, the maximization of the GEE is not trivial and fundamentally different
from achievable rate maximization, since the resource allocation algorithm should aim at striking the
optimal balance between high data-rates and low consumed energy.
In the considered system, the achievable rate is expressed in bits/s/Hz as [10]
R(Q,A) =
1
2
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1GAHQHHAHGH ∣∣∣ , (1)
with W = σ2DIND+σ
2
RGAA
HGH being the overall noise covariance matrix, and the factor 12 stemming
from the fact that the signal vector is transmitted in two time slots. Then, denoting by T the total
transmission time, the amount of information that can be reliably transmitted in the time-interval T is
T ·R(Q,A) bits/Hz, with the source and relay transmit power constraints
PS(Q) = tr(Q) ≤ PmaxS
PR(Q,A) = tr
(
A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H
) ≤ PmaxR , (2)
wherein PmaxS and P
max
R denote the maximum feasible transmit powers at S and R, respectively.
In a half-duplex relay channel, each node has three operation modes: transmission, reception and idle
mode [38]. The power consumptions in these modes are denoted by P/ζ+P ct, P cr and P ci, respectively,
where P is the transmit power, ζ ∈ (0, 1] is the power amplifier efficiency, P ct, P cr, and P ci are the
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6circuit power consumption in transmission, reception, and idle mode, respectively. We assume that P ct,
P cr and P ci are modeled as constant terms independent of the data rate [38], [39]. In the first time
slot, S, R and D are in transmission mode, reception mode and idle mode, respectively. In the second
time slot, S, R and D are in idle mode, transmission mode and reception mode, respectively. Then, the
amount of energy consumed in the time-interval T can be expressed as
E(Q,A) =
T
2
(
PS(Q)
ζS
+
PR(Q,A)
ζR
+ Pc
)
, (3)
where Pc = (P ctS + P
cr
R + P
ci
D + P
ci
S + P
ct
R + P
cr
D ) is the total circuit power dissipated in the network
nodes. For notational ease, and without loss of generality, in the following we assume ζS = ζR = 1.
Then, the GEE is defined as
GEE = T
R(Q,A)
E(Q,A)
. (4)
Note that (4) is measured in
bit/Hz
J
, thus representing a natural measure of the efficiency with which
each Joule of energy is used. The problem to be tackled is that of GEE maximization subject to the power
constraints (2) and to the QoS constraint R(Q,A) ≥ RminS , with RminS being the minimum acceptable
achievable rate. Such problem will be addressed with reference to the following scenarios:
1) S and R have perfect CSI for both channels H and G.
2) S and R have perfect knowledge of the relay-to-destination channel G, but only statistical CSI for
the source-to-relay channel H .
3) S and R have perfect knowledge of the source-to-relay channel H , but only statistical CSI for the
relay-to-destination channel G.
In all scenarios it is assumed that D has perfect knowledge of both channels H and G.
III. GEE MAXIMIZATION WITH PERFECT CSI
Assume both S and R have perfect CSI on H and G. For future reference, denote the SVDs of
the channels by H = UHΛ
1/2
H V
H
H , G = UGΛ
1/2
G V
H
G , while the EVD of Q and SVD of A are given
by Q = UQΛQUHQ and A = UAΛ
1/2
A V
H
A . The resource allocation problem can be formulated as the
maximization problem
max
Q0,A
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAHQHHAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣
tr(Q) + tr (A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H) + Pc
.
s.t. log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAHQHHAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣ ≥ RminS
tr(Q) ≤ PmaxS , tr
(
A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H
) ≤ PmaxR
. (5)
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7Problem (5) is a complex fractional problem which is not jointly convex in (Q,A). It should also be
remarked that, while the numerator of the GEE is well-known to be maximized by diagonalizing the
channel matrices and arranging the eigenvalues of AAH and Q in decreasing order, the same allocation
of A and Q would actually maximize the denominator, which is instead minimized by arranging the
eigenvalues of AAH and Q in increasing order. Therefore, it is not straightforward to conclude that
diagonalization is optimal when maximizing the GEE. In order to show that diagonalization is indeed
optimal, the following result provides a change of variables that allows to rewrite the GEE as a fraction
whose numerator and denominator will be shown to be simultaneously maximized and minimized,
respectively, by diagonalization.
Proposition 1: Consider Problem (5). The optimal Q and A are such that UQ = V H , UA = V G,
and V A = UH .
Proof: We start by rewriting the objective function as
log
∣∣∣σ2DIND +GA(σ2RINR +HQHH)AHGH ∣∣∣
tr
(
A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H
)
+ tr(Q) + Pc
−
log
∣∣∣σ2DIND + σ2RGAAHGH ∣∣∣
tr
(
A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H
)
+ tr(Q) + Pc
(6)
Now, defining the variables Y =HQHH and X = GA(Y + σ2RINR)
1/2, (6) can be expressed as
log
∣∣∣σ2DIND +XXH ∣∣∣− log ∣∣∣σ2DIND + σ2RX(Y + σ2RINR)−1XH ∣∣∣
tr(H+Y HH+) + tr
(
G+XXHGH+
)
+ Pc
(7)
Defining by UxΛ
1/2
x V
H
x the SVD of X and by UyΛyU
H
y the EVD of Y , by virtue of Lemma 1
in Appendix, it follows that the first and second summand in the denominator of (7) are minimized
when Uy = UH and Ux = UG, respectively. Moreover, exploiting Lemma 2, it can also be seen
that the numerator is maximized for V x = Uy = UH . Therefore, such choices for Ux, V x, and Uy
simultaneously maximize the numerator and minimize the denominator of (7). Moreover, they are also
feasible because the numerator of the objective is also the LHS of the QoS constraint, while the first and
second summand in the denominator are the LHS of the power constraints. Next, from the expression
of Y we have Y = UyΛyUHy = UHΛ
1/2
H V
H
HUQΛQU
H
QV HΛ
1/2
H U
H
H , from which it follows that
in order to achieve Uy = UH , the relation UQ = V H needs to hold. Similarly, for X we have
X = UxΛxV
H
x = UGΛ
1/2
G V
H
GUAΛ
1/2
A V
H
AUH(Λ
1/2
H ΛQΛ
1/2
H + σ
2
RINR)
1/2UHH . Thus, in order to
achieve Ux = UG and V x = UH , the relations UA = V G, and V A = UH need to hold.
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8log
∣∣∣σ2DIND +Λ1/2G,NDA˜ND (UHΛ1/2H,NRQ˜NRΛ1/2H,NRUHH + σ2RINR)A˜HNDΛ1/2G,ND ∣∣∣− log ∣∣∣σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2G,NDA˜NDA˜HNDΛ1/2G,ND ∣∣∣
tr(Q˜) + tr
(
A˜(UHΛ
1/2
H,NR
Q˜NRΛ
1/2
H,NR
UHH + σ
2
RINR)A˜
H
)
+ Pc
(8)
Remark 1: In the proof of Proposition 1 it has been implicitly assumed that both H and G are tall
full-rank matrices. However, this assumption has been made only for notational ease and the result of
Proposition 1 can be readily extended to the case of generic matrices H and G, too. For example, assume
G and H are wide full-rank2 matrices. Thus we have NS ≥ NR ≥ ND and defining the matrices Q˜ =
V HHQV H and A˜ = V
H
GA, the objective of (5) can be rewritten as equation (8), wherein Λ
1/2
G,ND
is the left
ND×ND diagonal block of Λ1/2G , Λ1/2H,NR is the left NR×NR diagonal block of Λ
1/2
H , Q˜NR is the upper-
left NR×NR block of Q˜, while A˜ND is a ND×NR matrix containing the first ND rows of A˜. Moreover,
for any Q˜ and A˜ we have tr(Q˜) ≥ tr(Q˜NR) and tr
(
A˜(UHΛ
1/2
H,NR
Q˜NRΛ
1/2
H,NR
UHH + σ
2
RINR)A˜
H
)
≥
tr
(
A˜ND(UHΛ
1/2
H,NR
Q˜NRΛ
1/2
H,NR
UHH + σ
2
RINR)A˜
H
ND
)
. Therefore, it is seen that the entries of Q˜ and A˜
that are not contained in Q˜NR and A˜ND should be set to zero since they do not affect the numerator of
(8) and only increase the consumed power. Therefore, Problem (5) can be recast in terms of only Q˜NR
and A˜ND , and thus can be solved by means of Proposition 1. In the sequel of the paper, similarly to
Proposition 1, some results will implicitly assume tall, full-rank channel matrices. Such assumptions cause
no loss of generality since they can be relaxed with similar techniques as shown here for Proposition 1.
As a consequence of Proposition 1, denoting by λi,G, λi,A, λi,H , and λi,Q, the generic (i, i) entry
of the matrices (Λ1/2G Λ
H/2
G ), ΛA, (Λ
1/2
H Λ
H/2
H ), and ΛQ, respectively, and by λQ and λA the vectors
{λi,Q}NSi=1 and {λi,A}NRi=1, Problem (5) can be expressed as
max
λQ,λA
NS∑
i=1
log
(
1 +
λi,Aλi,Qλi,Hλi,G
σ2D + σ
2
Rλi,Aλi,G
)
∑NS
i=1 λi,Q +
∑NR
i=1 λi,A(λi,Hλi,Q + σ
2
R) + Pc
.
s.t.
NS∑
i=1
log
(
1 +
λi,Aλi,Qλi,Hλi,G
σ2D + σ
2
Rλi,Aλi,G
)
≥ RminS
λi,Q ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , NS , λi,A ≥ 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , NR∑NS
i=1 λi,Q ≤ PmaxS ,
∑NR
i=1 λi,A(λi,Hλi,Q + σ
2
R) ≤ PmaxR .
(9)
2The case of non-full-rank channel matrices is of little practical relevance since H and G will be full-rank with probability
1. However, the method reported here can be applied also to rank-deficient matrices.
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9Problem (9), although being a vector-valued, simpler problem than (5), is still non-convex. However,
it can be tackled using the tools of fractional programming and the alternating maximization algorithm
[40], as shown in the following. We start by recalling the following result.
Proposition 2: Consider the fractional function f(x) =
N(x)
D(x)
. If N(x) is a concave function and
D(x) is a linear function, then f(x) is a pseudo-concave function. Moreover, consider the function F
defined as
F (µ) = max
x
{N(x)− µD(x)} . (10)
F (µ) is continuous, convex and strictly decreasing, while, for fixed µ, the maxmization problem in (10)
is a strictly convex optimization problem. Moreover, the problem of maximizing f(x) is equivalent to
the problem of finding the positive zero of F (µ) .
Proof: See [41], [42]
Thus, a pseudo-concave problem can be solved by finding the zero of the auxiliary function F (µ). This can
be done with a superlinear convergence by means of Dinkelbach’s algorithm [42]. Since pseudo-concave
functions have the pleasant property to have no stationary point other than global maximizers [41], the
output of Dinkelbach’s algorithm is guaranteed to be the global solution of the problem, assuming the
constraint set of the problem is a convex set.
Now, it is seen by inspection that the objective of Problem (9) is pseudo-concave in λQ for fixed λA
and pseudo-concave in λA for fixed λQ. Therefore, one convenient way to solve (9) is to employ the
alternating maximization algorithm [40], according to which Problem (9) can be alternatively solved with
respect to λQ, for fixed λA and with respect to λA, for fixed λQ, until the objective converges. Denoting
by GEE(n) the value of the GEE achieved after the n-th iteration of the algorithm, the formal procedure
can be stated as follows.
Algorithm 1 Alternating maximization for Problem (9)
Initialize λ(0)Q to a feasible value. Set a tolerance . Set n = 0;
repeat
Given λ(n)Q , solve Problem (9) with respect to λA to obtain the optimal λ
(n+1)
A ;
Given λ(n+1)A , solve Problem (9) with respect to λQ to obtain the optimal λ
(n+1)
Q ;
n = n+ 1;
until
∣∣∣GEE(n) −GEE(n−1)∣∣∣ ≤ 
Convergence of Algorithm 1 is ensured by the observation that after each iteration the objective is not
decreased and that the objective is upper-bounded. It should also be mentioned that, while the global
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solution of each subproblem in Algorithm 1 is found thanks to Dinkelbach’s algorithm, in general it can
not be guaranteed that the overall Algorithm 1 converges to the global optimum of the GEE because the
GEE is not jointly pseudo-concave in (λA,λQ), and because these two vectors are optimized alternatively.
However, if it holds that λi,Aλi,Qλi,Hλi,Gσ2D+σ2Rλi,Aλi,G >> 1 for all i = 1, . . . , NS , then each summand in the numerator
of the objective can be approximated by log
(
λi,Aλi,Qλi,Hλi,G
σ2D+σ
2
Rλi,Aλi,G
)
= log(λi,Q)+ log
(
λi,Aλi,Hλi,G
σ2D+σ
2
Rλi,Aλi,G
)
, which
is a strictly jointly concave function of λQ and λA. As a consequence, since strictly pseudo-concave
functions enjoy the property to have only one stationary point, which is the function’s global maximizer, it
is likely that Algorithm 1 converges to the GEE global maximizer. Indeed, the numerical results that will
be presented in Section VII confirm such conjecture. Algorithm 1 can be implemented either centrally or
in a distributed fashion. In the former case, it could be implemented at the relay, which then feeds back
the resulting Q to the source. In the latter scenario the algorithm should be run in parallel at S and R,
which, at the end, will automatically learn their respective precoding matrices.
IV. GEE MAXIMIZATION WITH PARTIAL CSI ON H
Assume that the relay-to-destination channel G is perfectly known but that only statistical CSI is
available for the source-to-relay channel in the form of covariance feedback. This scenario is realistic
in all situations in which the relay-to-destination channel is slowly time-varying, whereas the source-to-
relay channel is rapidly time-varying. Indeed, a rapidly varying channel is more difficult to estimate and
a resource allocation that depends on such an estimate would have to be updated very frequently, which
results in a significant amount of overhead. A typical example is the uplink of a communication system,
in which the relay and destination are usually fixed, while the source is a mobile terminal.
Specifically, in this section the channel matrix H is expressed according to the Kronecker model [43],
as
H = R
1/2
r,HZHR
1/2
t,H , (11)
where ZH is a random matrix with independent, zero-mean, unit-variance, proper complex Gaussian
entries, whereas Rr,H and Rt,H are the positive semidefinite receive and transmit correlation matrices
associated to H . The matrices Rr,H and Rt,H are assumed known whereas the matrix ZH is unknown
at the source and relay. The covariance feedback model has been widely used in the literature, [31], [32],
[44], [45], and applies for example to scenarios in which relay and base station are surrounded by local
scatterers that induce the matrices Rt,H and Rr,H , and are separated by a rich multipath environment
that is modeled by the matrix ZH . We also remark that by letting the transmit and receive correlation
matrices be identity matrices, the special notable case in which H is completely unknown and modeled
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as a random matrix with independent, zero-mean, unit-variance, proper complex Gaussian entries is
obtained. For future reference, let us define
R
1/2
r,H = U r,HΛ
1/2
r,HU
H
r,H , R
1/2
t,H = U t,HΛ
1/2
t,HU
H
t,H . (12)
As for the performance measure to optimize, since only statistical knowledge of H is available, it is not
possible to optimize the instantaneous GEE (4). Instead, the GEE of the considered system should be
defined recalling the original definition of the GEE which is the ratio between the benefit and cost of
the system. For the case at hand, the benefit is given by the ergodic achievable rate, while the cost is the
average consumed energy, which leads to the definition
GEE = T
EZH [R(Q,A)]
EZH [E(Q,A)]
. (13)
It should be mentioned that another approach would be to consider the maximization of the average of
(4) with respect to ZH , namely
G˜EE = TEZH
[
R(Q,A)
E(Q,A)
]
. (14)
However, (14) can not be considered a proper GEE since it is not the ratio between the benefit produced
by the system and the cost incurred to achieve such benefit. Thus, (14) does not represent the efficiency
with which the resources are being used to produce the necessary goods, as instead does (13). Therefore,
(14) will not be considered as performance measure and the focus will be on (13). The optimization
problem at hand can be formulated as follows
max
Q,A
EZH
[
log
( ∣∣∣σ2DIND+GA(HQHH+σ2RINR)AHGH ∣∣∣∣∣∣σ2DIND+σ2RGAAHGH ∣∣∣
)]
EZH
[
tr(A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H)
]
+ tr(Q) + Pc
s.t. EZH
[
tr(A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H)
]
≤ PmaxR
tr(Q) ≤ PmaxS , Q  0
EZH
[
log
( ∣∣∣σ2DIND+GA(HQHH+σ2RINR)AHGH ∣∣∣∣∣∣σ2DIND+σ2RGAAHGH ∣∣∣
)]
≥ RminS
. (15)
The following proposition determines the optimal source eigenvector matrix UQ.
Proposition 3: Consider Problem (15). For any AF matrix A, the optimal Q is such that UQ = U t,H .
Proof: To begin with, let us rewrite the objective as
EZH
[
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAHQHHAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣]
EZH
[
tr(AHQHHAH)
]
+ tr(Q) + σ2Rtr(AA
H) + Pc
. (16)
Next, plugging (11) and (12), (16) can be expressed as in (17), where it has been exploited the fact that
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EZH
[
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAR1/2r,HZHΛ1/2t,HUHt,HUQΛQUHQU t,HΛ1/2t,HZHHR1/2r,HAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣]
EZH
[
tr(AR
1/2
r,HZHΛ
1/2
t,HU
H
t,HUQΛQU
H
QU t,HΛ
1/2
t,HZ
H
HR
1/2
r,HA
H)
]
+ tr(ΛQ) + σ2Rtr(ΛA) + Pc
(17)
NQ(X) = EZH
[
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAR1/2r,HZHΛ1/2t,HXΛ1/2t,HZHHR1/2r,HAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣] (18)
NQ(ΓXΓ) = EZH
[
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAR1/2r,HZHΛ1/2t,HΓXΓΛ1/2t,HZHHR1/2r,HAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣]
= EZH
[
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAR1/2r,HZHΓΛ1/2t,HXΛ1/2t,HΓZHHR1/2r,HAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣]
= EZH
[
log
∣∣∣IND +W−1/2GAR1/2r,HZHΛ1/2t,HXΛ1/2t,HZHHR1/2r,HAHGHW−1/2∣∣∣] = NQ(X)
(19)
multiplying ZH , from left or right, by a unitary matrix does not change its distribution. Next, defining
X = UHt,HUQΛQU
H
QU t,H , the numerator of (17) can be written as the concave function NQ(X), shown
in (18). At this point, defining Γ as in the proof of Lemma 3 in Appendix, we have (19), where it has
been exploited that Γ and Λ1/2t,H commute because they are both square diagonal matrices, and that Γ is
a unitary matrix and thus the random matrix Z˜H = ZHΓ has the same distribution as ZH . Hence, by
virtue of Lemma 3, it holds that NQ(X) is maximized when X is diagonal. Next, we show that this
choice for UQ is also optimal as far as the denominator of (17) is concerned. Indeed, the part of the
denominator of (17) that depends on UQ is the function
DQ(X) = EZH
[
tr(AR
1/2
r,HZHΛ
1/2
t,HXΛ
1/2
t,HZ
H
HR
1/2
r,HA
H)
]
, (20)
which is linear in X = UxΛxUHx . Moreover, it is easy to check that DQ(ΓXΓ) = DQ(X). Thus,
employing again Lemma 3, it follows that we can set Ux = INT without affecting DQ(X). Moreover,
this choice is also feasible since it maximizes the LHS of the QoS constraint, while leaving unaffected
the LHS of the power constraints. Finally, from Ux = INT we obtain UQ = U t,H .
Next, we tackle the optimization with respect to the left and right eigenvector matrices of A.
Proposition 4: Consider Problem (15). For any source covariance matrix Q with the optimal structure
UQ = U t,H , the optimal A is such that UA = V G and V A = U r,H , if either ΛG or Λr,H is a scaled
identity matrix3.
3The proof also holds under more general assumptions as explained next.
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EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΛH/2y (σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2y V Hy Λ−1r,HV yΛH/2y )−1Λ1/2y ZH ∣∣∣∣]
tr (ΛQΛt,H) tr
(
Y HG+HG+Y
)
+ σ2Rtr
(
Λ−1r,HY
HG+HG+Y
)
+ tr(ΛQ) + Pc
(22)
NA(Y v) = EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΛH/2y (σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2y Y −1v ΛH/2y )−1Λ1/2y ZH ∣∣∣∣] (23)
Proof: Plugging the optimal UQ into (17) and defining by zi,H the i-th column of ZH for all
i = 1, . . . , NS , the statistical mean at the denominator can be computed in closed-form as follows.
EZH
[
tr(ZHΛt,HΛQZ
H
HΛ
1/2
r,HU
H
r,HA
HAU r,HΛ
1/2
r,H)
]
= tr
(
EZH
[
ZHΛt,HΛQZ
H
H
]
Λ
1/2
r,HU
H
r,HA
HAU r,HΛ
1/2
r,H
)
= tr
(
NS∑
i=1
λi,Qλ
t
i,HEzi,H
[
zi,Hz
H
i,H
]
Λ
1/2
r,HU
H
r,HA
HAU r,HΛ
1/2
r,H
)
= tr (ΛQΛt,H) tr
(
Λ
1/2
r,HU
H
r,HA
HAU r,HΛ
1/2
r,H
)
.
(21)
Next, exploiting again that multiplying ZH from left or right by a unitary matrix does not
change its distribution, and defining the auxiliary variable Y = GAU r,HΛ
1/2
r,H = UyΛ
1/2
y V
H
y ,
after some elaborations the objective can be expressed as in (22). Now, defining the matrix
Y v = V
H
y Λr,HV y, the numerator of (22) is written as the function NA(Y v) in (23), which
is concave in Y v by virtue of Lemma 4 and because of the concavity and monotonicity of the
function EZH [log |·|]. Moreover, consider a generic NR × NR matrix Γ as in the proof of Lemma
3, and also define the ND × ND matrix4 ΓND = diag(Γ(1, 1), . . . ,Γ(NR, NR), 0, . . . , 0). Then,
it holds that NA(ΓY vΓ) = NA(Y v), as shown in (24). There, the first equality follows by
observing that Λ1/2y Γ = ΓNDΛ
1/2
y , for all ND × NR pseudodiagonal matrices Λ1/2y , while the
second equality holds upon noticing that ΛH/2y
(
σ2DIND + σ
2
RΓNDΛ
1/2
y Y
−1
v Λ
H/2
y ΓND
)−1
Λ
1/2
y =
ΓΛ
H/2
y
(
σ2DIND + σ
2
RΛ
1/2
y Y
−1
v Λ
H/2
y
)−1
Λ
1/2
y Γ for all ND × NR pseudodiagonal matrices Λ1/2y and
NR × NR Hermitian, positive definite matrices Y v. Finally, the third equality stems from the fact that
ΓZH has the same distribution as ZH . Then, by virtue of Lemma 3, NA(Y v) is maximized for a
diagonal Y v, which implies V y = INR . As for the denominator of (22), exploiting Lemma 1 it follows
4Here we are assuming ND ≥ NR, but the proof can be extended to the case NR < ND with similar arguments as those
used in Remark 1, and in this case ΓND = diag(Γ(1, 1), . . . ,Γ(ND, ND)).
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NA(ΓY vΓ) = EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΛH/2y (σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2y ΓY −1v ΓΛH/2y )−1Λ1/2y ZH ∣∣∣∣]
= EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΛH/2y (σ2DIND + σ2RΓNDΛ1/2y Y −1v ΛH/2y ΓND)−1Λ1/2y ZH ∣∣∣∣]
= EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΓΛH/2y (σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2y Y −1v ΛH/2y )−1Λ1/2y ΓZH ∣∣∣∣]
= EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΛH/2y (σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2y Y −1v ΛH/2y )−1Λ1/2y ZH ∣∣∣∣] = NA(Y v)
(24)

max
ΛQ,Λ˜y
EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΛ˜y (σ2DINR + σ2RΛ˜yΛ−1r,H)−1ZH ∣∣∣∣]
tr (ΛQΛt,H) tr
(
Λ˜yΛ˜G
)
+ σ2Rtr
(
Λ˜yΛ
−1
r,HΛ˜G
)
+ tr(ΛQ) + Pc
s.t. tr (ΛQΛt,H) tr
(
Λ˜yΛ˜G
)
+ σ2Rtr
(
Λ˜yΛ
−1
r,HΛ˜G
)
≤ PmaxR
tr(ΛQ) ≤ PmaxS , ΛQ  0 , Λ˜y  0
EZH
[
log
∣∣∣∣INS +ΛQΛt,HZHHΛ˜y (σ2DINR + σ2RΛ˜yΛ−1r,H)−1ZH ∣∣∣∣] ≥ RminS
(25)
that it is minimized5 with respect to Y when Uy = UG. Thus, finally we have UA = V G, V A = U r,H .
Moreover, these choices are also feasible because, up to the constant (with respect to the optimization
variables) term tr(ΛQ) + Pc, the denominator of (22) is also the LHS of the relay power constraint and
the numerator is the LHS of the QoS constraint.
Summing up, after optimizing with respect to UQ, UA, and V A, defining the matrix Λ˜y = Λ
H/2
y Λ
1/2
y ,
(15) can be recast as in (25), where the NR ×NR matrix Λ˜G contains the upper-left NR ×NR block
of (Λ1/2G )
+H(Λ
1/2
G )
+. Unfortunately, the objective of Problem (25) is neither jointly concave nor jointly
pseudo-concave in (ΛQ, Λ˜y). However, similarly to the perfect CSI scenario, it can be shown that it is
separately pseudo-concave in ΛQ for fixed Λ˜y and pseudo-concave in Λ˜y for fixed ΛQ. The pseudo-
concavity with respect to ΛQ for fixed Λ˜y is apparent, whereas for the pseudo-concavity with respect
to Λ˜y for fixed ΛQ Lemma 5 in the Appendix is needed. By virtue of Lemma 5 and by the concavity
and monotonicity of the EZH [log| · |] function, it follows that the numerator of the objective, which
coincides also with LHS of the QoS constraint, is concave in Λ˜y, whereas by inspection it can be seen
5In fact, this is true also when neither ΛG nor Λr,H are scaled identity matrices, but it simultaneously happens that the
singular values of Y and of G+Y are both ordered in decreasing order.
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that the denominator of the objective and the LHS of the relay transmit power constraint are linear in
Λ˜y. Thus, the pseudo-concavity with respect to Λ˜y follows and a convenient way to solve (25) is again
the alternating maximization algorithm. The formal procedure can be devised as follows.
Algorithm 2 Alternating maximization for Problem (25)
Initialize Λ(0)Q to a feasible value. Set a tolerance . Set n = 0;
repeat
Given Λ(n)Q , solve Problem (25) with respect to Λ˜y to obtain the optimal Λ˜
(n+1)
y ;
Given Λ˜(n+1)y , solve Problem (25) with respect to ΛQ to obtain the optimal Λ
(n+1)
Q ;
n = n+ 1;
until
∣∣∣GEE(n) −GEE(n)∣∣∣ ≤ 
Algorithm 2 enjoys similar properties as Algorithm 1. It is guaranteed to converge since the GEE
is upper-bounded, it only requires the solution of pseudo-concave problems, and can be implemented
either centrally or in a distributed way. A difference with respect to Algorithm 1 is that Algorithm 2
requires the evaluation of statistical expectations, due to the lack of perfect knowledge of the channel. In
most applications, this can be easily implemented by numerically evaluating the statistical expectations.
Moreover, for those applications in which computational complexity is a critical issue, we remark that the
proposed method can still be used by approximating the expectation with a deterministic function. To this
end, several approaches exist in the literature to come up with suitable approximations of the EZH [log| · |]
function that would allow the computation of the expectations in (25) in closed-form. For example, the
well-known WMMSE algorithm [13], [46] can be used to replace the rate function at the numerator of the
objective by a sum of weighted traces, thus allowing the computation of the expectations by exchanging
the statistical mean and trace operators. A second approach is to employ Jensen’s inequality to come up
with an approximation of the objective function. Discussing such techniques in detail is not the main
purpose of this work, but in the following we briefly hint at how Jensen’s inequality can be used to
devise a sub-optimal resource allocation algorithm that does not require the evaluation of any statistical
expectation. By virtue of Jensen’s inequality the numerator of the objective of (25) can be lower-bounded
by
log
∣∣∣∣INR + tr(ΛQΛt,H)Λ˜y (σ2DIND + σ2RΛ˜yΛ−1r,H)−1∣∣∣∣ , (26)
which is still concave in Λ˜y for fixed ΛQ. Moreover, it is also concave in ΛQ, for fixed Λ˜y, since
tr(ΛQΛt,H) is linear in ΛQ and the composition of a concave function with a linear one is known to
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be concave. Then, an alternating maximization algorithm that does not require the evaluation of any
statistical expectation can be devised following the same pseudo-code as in Algorithm 2, but replacing
the numerator of the objective of Problem (25) with its deterministic approximation (26).
V. GEE MAXIMIZATION WITH PARTIAL CSI ON G
In this section, the opposite case of Section IV is considered. The relay-to-destination channel will
be assumed only statistically known and expressed according to the Kronecker model, whereas the
source-to-relay channel will be assumed perfectly known. For the same reasons explained in Section
IV, considering this scenario is helpful in all situations in which the source-to-relay channel is slowly
time-varying, whereas the relay-to-destination is rapidly time-varying. A typical example is the downlink
of a communication system, because in this case source and relay are typically fixed, while the destination
is a mobile terminal.
Specifically, in this section the channel G is expressed as
G = R
1/2
r,GZGR
1/2
t,G (27)
where ZG is a random matrix with independent, zero-mean, unit-variance, proper complex Gaussian
entries, whereas Rr,G and Rt,G are the positive semidefinite receive and transmit correlation matrices
associated to G. The matrices R1/2r,G = U r,GΛ
1/2
r,GU
H
r,G and R
1/2
t,G = U t,GΛ
1/2
t,GU
H
t,G are assumed known
whereas the matrix ZG is unknown. The problem can be formulated as
max
Q,A
EZG
[
log
( ∣∣∣σ2DIND+GA(HQHH+σ2RINR)AHGH ∣∣∣∣∣∣σ2DIND+σ2RGAAHGH ∣∣∣
)]
tr
(
A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H
)
+ tr(Q) + Pc
s.t. tr(A(HQHH + σ2RINR)A
H) ≤ PmaxR
tr(Q) ≤ PmaxS , Q  0
EZG
[
log
( ∣∣∣σ2DIND+GA(HQHH+σ2RINR)AHGH ∣∣∣∣∣∣σ2DIND+σ2RGAAHGH ∣∣∣
)]
≥ RminS
(28)
We will start by determining the optimal left and right eigenvector matrices of the AF matrix A and the
optimal transmit directions of the source covariance matrix Q.
Proposition 5: Consider Problem (28). The optimal Q and A are such that UQ = V H , UA = U t,G
and V A = UH .
Proof: Exploiting the fact that the statistics of ZG do not change if ZG is multiplied, from left or
right, by a unitary matrix, the numerator of the objective can be expressed as in (29). Next, defining
Y = HQHH and X = Λ1/2t,GU
H
t,GA(Y + σ
2
RINR)
1/2, (29) can be rewritten as in (30). Let us define
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NA,Q = EZG
[
log
∣∣∣σ2DIND +Λ1/2r,GZGΛ1/2t,GUHt,GA(HQHH + σ2RINR)AHU t,GΛ1/2t,GZHGΛ1/2r,G∣∣∣]
− EZG
[
log
∣∣∣σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2r,GZGΛ1/2t,GUHt,GAAHU t,GΛ1/2t,GZHGΛ1/2r,G∣∣∣] (29)
NX,Y = EZG
[
log
∣∣∣σ2DIND +Λ1/2r,GZGΛxZHGΛ1/2r,G∣∣∣]
− EZG
[
log
∣∣∣σ2DIND + σ2RΛ1/2r,GZGΛ1/2x V Hx (Y + σ2RINR)−1V xΛ1/2x ZHGΛ1/2r,G∣∣∣] (30)
the two summands in (30) as the functions f1 and f2. It is seen that f1 does not depend on Ux and
V x, while f2 is a convex function of the matrix M = V Hx (Y + σ
2
RINR)V x. Moreover, exploiting the
fact that Γ and Λ1/2x commute because they are diagonal matrices of the same dimension and that ZGΓ
has the same distribution as ZG, it can be shown that f2(ΓMΓ) = f2(M). Thus, by virtue of Lemma
3 it follows that f2 is minimized when M is diagonal, which implies V x = Uy. Thus, such choice
maximizes (30).
As for the denominator of the objective of (28), as a function of X and Y it can be expressed as
DX,Y = tr(Λ
−1/2
t,G XX
HΛ
−1/2
t,G ) + tr(H
+Y H+H) + Pc . (31)
By virtue of Lemma 1, (31) is minimized when Uy = UH , and Ux = IND . Then we have
Ux = IND and V x = Uy = UH . Moreover, these choices are also feasible, since they max-
imize the LHS of the QoS constraint and minimize the LHS of the power constraints. Finally
we obtain Y = UyΛyUHy = UHΛ
1/2
H V
H
HUQΛQU
H
QV HΛ
1/2
H U
H
H and X = UxΛxV
H
x =
Λ
1/2
t,GU
H
t,GUAΛ
1/2
A V
H
AUy(Λy + σ
2
RINR)
1/2UHy , from which it follows that the conditions Ux = IND
and V x = Uy = UH are fulfilled if UQ = V H , UA = U t,G, and V A = UH .
Thus, we are left with the power control optimization problem shown in (32), which is neither jointly
concave nor jointly pseudo-concave with respect to both ΛQ and ΛA. However, it can be shown to be
separately pseudo-concave in ΛQ and ΛA. Pseudo-concavity with respect to ΛQ is clear, since for any
fixed ΛA, the numerator of the objective is concave and the denominator is linear in ΛQ, while the
constraints are all linear or concave. As for the pseudo-concavity with respect to ΛA, it is clear that the
denominator is linear in ΛA. Then, we need to show the concavity of the numerator. To this end, we
rewrite the numerator as EF
[
log
∣∣∣IND + (σ2DIND + σ2RF˜ΛAF˜H)−1F˜ΛAΛBF˜H ∣∣∣], with F˜ = Λ1/2r,GZGΛ1/2t,G
and ΛB = Λ
1/2
H ΛQΛ
H/2
H , which is concave in ΛA as shown in [33]. Consequently, an alternating
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18 
max
ΛQ,ΛA
EZG
log

∣∣∣σ2DIND +Λr,GZGΛt,GΛA (Λ1/2H ΛQΛH/2H + σ2RINR)ZHG ∣∣∣∣∣∣σ2DIND + σ2RΛr,GZGΛt,GΛAZHG ∣∣∣

tr
(
ΛA
(
Λ
1/2
H ΛQΛ
H/2
H + σ
2
RINR
))
+ tr(ΛQ) + Pc
s.t. tr
(
ΛA
(
Λ
1/2
H ΛQΛ
H/2
H + σ
2
RINR
))
≤ PmaxR , tr(ΛQ) ≤ PmaxS , ΛQ  0 , ΛA  0
EZG
log

∣∣∣σ2DIND +Λr,GZGΛt,GΛA (Λ1/2H ΛQΛH/2H + σ2RINR)ZHG ∣∣∣∣∣∣σ2DIND + σ2RΛr,GZGΛt,GΛAZHG ∣∣∣
 ≥ RminS
(32)
maximization algorithm to solve Problem (32) can be devised in a similar fashion as Algorithm 2 as
follows.
Algorithm 3 Alternating maximization for Problem (32)
Initialize Λ(0)Q to a feasible value. Set a tolerance . Set n = 0;
repeat
Given Λ(n)Q , solve Problem (32) with respect to ΛA to obtain the optimal Λ
(n+1)
A ;
Given Λ(n+1)A , solve Problem (32) with respect to ΛQ to obtain the optimal Λ
(n+1)
Q ;
n = n+ 1;
until
∣∣∣GEE(n) −GEE(n)∣∣∣ ≤ 
VI. OPTIMALITY OF FULL-POWER BEAMFORMING.
In this section, for both the scenarios of Sections IV and V, conditions under which the optimal source
power allocation policy is to support only one data stream are determined. Otherwise stated, conditions
for the solution of Problems (25) and (32), with respect to ΛQ, to be a unit-rank matrix will be derived.
Conditions for single-stream transmission optimality are usually referred to as beamforming optimality,
and have been previously investigated with reference to achievable rate maximization problems [32], [44],
[45], [47]–[49] motivated by the considerations that using just one transmission stream allows to make use
of the well-developed theory of channel coding for SISO systems, simplifies the receiver design since just
one data stream needs to be decoded, and, above all, it greatly simplifies the resource allocation process.
Indeed, in rate-maximization problems, beamforming optimality implies that all of the available power
should be concentrated on the strongest channel eigenvalue, and therefore the optimal source covariance
matrix is immediately determined in closed-form, without having to solve any optimization problem.
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Unfortunately, this is not entirely true when dealing with GEE maximization, because even in a scenario
in which supporting only one data stream is optimal, the GEE might not be maximized for full-power
transmission. Therefore, as far as GEE maximization is concerned, two different beamforming optimality
problems arise: 1) full-power (FP) beamforming optimality, in which conditions are determined such that
the solution of Problems (25) and (32) is not only to support one data stream, but also to concentrate all of
the available power on such data stream, and 2) non full-power (NFP) beamforming optimality, in which
the solution of Problems (25) and (32) is only required to be a generic rank-one matrix. In the following,
the focus will be on the former problem, which provides conditions that, if fulfilled, immediately allow to
determine the optimal source power allocation vector as λQ = (P, 0, . . . , 0), with P being the maximum
feasible power for the first component of λQ, without having to actually solve any source optimization
problem. Instead, deriving conditions for NFP beamforming only allows to characterize the optimal λQ
as λQ = (p, 0, . . . , 0), with p ≤ P being the optimal power level to be still determined by solving the
GEE maximization problem. It should also be stressed that since FP beamforming optimality is a special
case of NFP beamforming, the conditions to be derived for FP beamforming optimality will also be
sufficient conditions for NFP beamforming optimality.
A. FP beamforming with partial CSI on H
Consider Problem (25) with respect to ΛQ. First of all, in order to obtain mathematically tractable
conditions, the QoS constraint will be relaxed as far as deriving beamforming conditions is concerned. It
should be observed that the resulting problem is an EE maximization problem subject to power constraints,
a problem which has been tackled in many previous papers with reference to different communication
systems (see for example [22], [23], [24], [27], [28], [30]). Moreover, finding conditions for the relaxed
problem might prove useful also with reference to the original problem. Indeed, if source beamforming
is optimal for the relaxed problem, one can simply check wether such solution fulfills the QoS constraint.
If yes, then source beamforming will also be optimal for the original problem.
Now, defining F = Λ1/2C ZH , with ΛC = Λ˜y
(
σ2DINR + σ
2
RΛ˜yΛ
−1
r,H
)−1
and Λ˜y defined as in Section
IV, b = Pc+σ2Rtr
(
Λ˜yΛ
−1
r,HΛ˜G
)
, c = tr
(
Λ˜yΛ˜G
)
, and applying the change of variables λi = λi,Qλti,H ,
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for all i = 1, . . . , NS , (25) can be equivalently recast as
max
{λi}NSi=1
E{f
i
}NSi=1
[
log
∣∣∣INR +∑NSi=1 λif ifHi ∣∣∣]
b+
∑NS
i=1 λidi
s.t.
∑NS
i=1 λi ≤
PmaxR + Pc − b
c∑NS
i=1
λi
λti,H
≤ PmaxS , λi ≥ 0 , ∀ i = 1, . . . , NS
, (33)
wherein {f i}NSi=1 are the first NS columns of F , which are therefore i.i.d. Gaussian vectors with covariance
matrix Ef
i
[
f if
H
i
]
= ΛC for all i = 1, . . . , NS , and di = c +
1
λti,H
. Then, the following proposition
holds.
Proposition 6: For all i = 1, . . . , NS , define
Ci,H =
(
tr(ΛC)− PEf 1
[
fH1 ΛCf1
1 + P‖f1‖2
])
(b+ Pd1)
− diEf 1
[
log
(
1 + P‖f1‖2
)]
.
(34)
Define also P = min
(
PmaxS λ
t
1,H ,
PmaxR + Pc − b
c
)
. Then, if C2,H ≥ 0, then FP beamforming is optimal
if and only if
P
(
tr(ΛC)− PEf 1
[
fH1 ΛCf1
1 + P‖f1‖2
])
+ Ef 1
[
1
1 + P‖f1‖2
]
+
P (d1 − d2)
b+ Pd1
Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + P‖f1‖2
)] ≤ 1 (35)
Instead, if C2,H < 0, then FP beamforming is optimal if and only if
Pd1
b+ Pd1
Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + P‖f1‖2
)]
+ Ef 1
[
1
1 + P‖f1‖2
]
≤ 1 . (36)
Proof: To begin with, let us observe that the two power constraints of (33) define two NS-dimensional
hyperplanes whose NS intersection points with the NS axis are given by
PmaxR + Pc − b
c
, for all i =
1, . . . , NS , and {PmaxS λti,H}NSi=1, respectively. Consequently, for all i = 1, . . . , NS , the power available in
the direction associated to λi is min
(
PmaxS λ
t
i,H ,
PmaxR + Pc − b
c
)
. Thus, since λt1,H ≥ λti,H and d1 ≤ di
for all i = 1, . . . , NS , it is seen that the optimal transmit direction is f1, and that the power available in
this direction is P . Then, let us consider the power allocation policy λ = (P − p, α2p, . . . , αNSp), with∑NS
i=2 αi ≤ 1. Rewriting the objective function accordingly yields
g(p) =
EF
[
log
∣∣∣INR + Pf1fH1 + p(∑NSi=2 αif if i − f1fH1 )∣∣∣]
b+ Pd1 + p
(∑NS
i=2 αidi − d1
) . (37)
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FP beamforming is optimal if and only if the function g(p) is maximized at p = 0, and, since g(p) is a
pseudo-concave function for p ≥ 0, a necessary and sufficient condition for this to happen is ∂g∂p |p=0 ≤ 0
for all {αi}NSi=2 such that
∑NS
i=2 αi ≤ 1. Then, exploiting Lemma 6 and elaborating, we obtain the condition
EF
[
tr
((
INR + Pf1f
H
1
)−1(NS∑
i=2
αif if i − f1fH1
))]
×
×(b+ Pd1) +
(
d1 −
NS∑
i=2
αidi
)
Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + P‖f1‖2
)] ≤ 0 . (38)
Focusing on the first statistical average in (38) we have
EF
[
tr
((
INR + Pf1f
H
1
)−1 NS∑
i=2
αif if i
)]
−EF
[
tr
((
INR + Pf1f
H
1
)−1
(Pf1f
H
1 + INR − INR)
1
P
)]
=
NS∑
i=2
αiEf 1
[
tr
((
INR + Pf1f
H
1
)−1
ΛC
)]
− NR
P
+
1
P
Ef 1
[
tr
((
INR + Pf1f
H
1
)−1)]
, (39)
where we have exploited the fact that {f i}NSi=1 are statistically i.i.d. random vectors, with covariance
matrix ΛC . Then, applying the matrix inversion lemma and rearranging terms, (38) can be rewritten as
NS∑
i=2
αiCi,H ≤ (b+ Pd1)
P
(
1− Ef 1
[
1
1 + P‖f1‖2
])
− d1Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + P‖f1‖2
)] (40)
Now, since (40) needs to hold for all {αi}NSi=2 such that
∑NS
i=2 αi ≤ 1, the worst case in which the LHS of
(40) is maximized with respect to {αi}NSi=2 needs to be considered. Since C2,H ≥ C3,H ≥ . . . ≥ CNS ,H ,
if C2,H ≥ 0, then the LHS of (40) is maximized with respect to {αi}NSi=2 when α2 = 1 and αi = 0 for
all i = 3, . . . , NS , which yields (35). Instead, if C2,H is negative, then the LHS of (40) is maximized by
setting αi = 0, for all i = 2, . . . , NS , which yields (36).
Proposition 6 provides a condition that allows to check wether single-stream transmission is the optimal
power allocation strategy for Problem (33). The condition can be checked before starting to solve Problem
(33) and, if fulfilled, we immediately obtain the solution to Problem (33) without actually having to solve
it. Moreover, we can exploit all the advantages of single-stream transmission, as detailed at the beginning
of Section VI, without losing from an energy-efficient point of view.
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B. FP beamforming with partial CSI on G
Consider Problem (32) with respect to ΛQ. Similarly to Section VI-A, the QoS constraint will
be relaxed. Moreover, we assume that ΛA is chosen so as to equalize Λt,G. Otherwise stated
we assume Λt,GΛA = INR . Then, defining F =
(
σ2DIND + σ
2
RΛ
1/2
r,GZGZ
H
GΛ
1/2
r,G
)−1/2
Λ
1/2
r,GZG,
b = σ2R
∑NR
i=1 λi,A + Pc, di = 1 +
1
λi,Aλi,H
, and applying the change of variables λi = λi,Qλi,Hλi,A,
for all i = 1, . . . , NS , Problem (32) can be restated as
max
{λi}NSi=1
E{f i}NSi=1
[
log
∣∣∣IND +∑NSi=1 λti,Gλif ifHi ∣∣∣]
b+
∑NS
i=1 λidi
s.t.
∑NS
i=1 λi ≤ PmaxR + Pc − b∑NS
i=1
λi
λi,Hλi,A
≤ PmaxS , λi ≥ 0 ,∀i = 1, . . . , NS
. (41)
Then, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 7: For all i = 1, . . . , NS , define
Ci,G = λ
t
i,G
(
Ef 2
[‖f2‖2]− Pλt1,GEf 1,f 2
[
|fH2 f1|2
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
])
×(b+ Pd1)− diEf
1
[
log
(
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
)]
. (42)
Define also P = min (λ1,Aλ1,HPmaxS , P
max
R + Pc − b). If C2,G ≥ 0, then FP beamforming is optimal if
and only if
Pλt2,G
(
Ef 2
[‖f2‖2]− Pλt1,GEf 1,f 2
[
|fH2 f1|2
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
])
+Ef 1
[
1
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
]
+
P (d1 − d2)
b+ Pd1
Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
)] ≤ 1 (43)
Instead, if C2,G ≤ 0, then FP beamforming is optimal if and only if
Ef 1
[
1
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
]
(44)
+
Pd1
b+ Pd1
Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
)] ≤ 1 . (45)
Proof: The proof follows similar arguments as the proof of Proposition 6. The main difference is
that now the columns of the matrix F are not independent with one another. However, they are still
identically distributed, which can be exploited as shown in the following. First of all, it is seen that the
optimal transmit direction is f1 and the available power in this direction is P . Then, considering the
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power allocation policy λ = diag(P −p, α2p, . . . , αNSp), with
∑NS
i=2 αi ≤ 1 and evaluating the condition
for the first derivative of the objective function to be non-positive in p = 0, yields{
E{f i}NSi=1
[
tr
((
IND + Pλ
t
1,Gf1f
H
1
)−1 NS∑
i=2
αiλ
t
i,Gf if i
)]
− ND
P
+
1
P
Ef 1
[
tr
((
IND + Pλ
t
1,Gf1f
H
1
)−1)]}
(b+ Pd1)
+
(
d1 −
NS∑
i=2
αidi
)
Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
)] ≤ 0 .
(46)
Now, applying the matrix inversion lemma and exploiting the fact that the columns of F are identically
distributed, (46) can be rewritten as
NS∑
i=2
αiCi,G ≤ (b+ Pd1)
P
(
1− Ef 1
[
1
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
])
−
−d1Ef 1
[
log
(
1 + Pλt1,G‖f1‖2
)]
, (47)
and the thesis follows by the same argument of Proposition 6.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In our simulations a relay-assisted system with NS = NR = ND = 3 antennas has been considered.
It has been set σ2R = σ
2
D = σ
2, PmaxS = P
max
R = P
max, and the performance has been evaluated
in terms of the achieved instantaneous GEE given by (4), versus the SNR defined as SNR = P
max
σ2 .
The QoS constraint has been set to RminS = 1 bit/s/Hz and the total circuit power to Pc = 5W. The
transmit and receive correlation matrices Rr,H , Rt,H , Rr,G, and Rt,G have been generated according to
the exponential correlation model, with equal correlation index ρ, whereas the matrices ZH and ZG have
been generated as realizations of Gaussian matrices with zero-mean and unit-variance proper complex
Gaussian entries.
In Figs. 1 and 2 the required number of iterations needed for the proposed alternating maximization
algorithms to converge is shown for the two scenarios of statistical CSI on H and G, respectively,
for SNR = 20dB, ρ = 0.5, and a tolerance  = 10−3. For each scenario, the algorithms have been
run from a set of 10 different, randomly selected, initialization points and the instantaneous GEE value
achieved in each iteration for each initialization point is reported. First of all, it is seen that for both the
considered CSI assumptions, convergence occurs after a few iterations. Secondly, it is seen that regardless
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of the initialization point, the proposed algorithms converge to a unique fixed point6, which confirms the
high SNR considerations made in Section III. Instead, in the low SNR regime the situation is different
and the initialization point influences the fixed point of the algorithm. For this reason, in the following
illustrations, the performance of the proposed algorithms has been always evaluated by considering 10
randomly selected initialization points and then picking the initialization point resulting in the best fixed
point. Moreover, the presented results have been obtained by averaging over 1000 independent scenarios.
In Fig. 3 the achieved instantaneous GEE(Q,A) versus the SNR is illustrated for ρ = 0.5, and for
(Q,A) obtained from the following resource allocation algorithms.
1) Q and A resulting from resource allocation with perfect CSI on both H and G.
2) Q and A resulting from resource allocation with perfect CSI on G and statistical CSI on H ,
namely Algorithm 2.
3) Q and A resulting from resource allocation with perfect CSI on H and statistical CSI on G,
namely Algorithm 3.
As expected, better performance is obtained when perfect CSI is available. Interestingly, it is also seen that
having perfect knowledge of H grants better performance than when G is perfectly available. This can
be explained noticing that the source-to-relay channel H affects both the numerator and the denominator
of the GEE, whereas the relay-to-destination channel G affects only the numerator.
In Fig. 4 a similar scenario as in Fig. 3 has been considered, with the difference that the performance
achieved for ρ = 0.1 and ρ = 0.9 is contrasted. As for ρ = 0.5, having perfect knowledge of H allows
to achieve a higher instantaneuos GEE than when G is perfectly available. Moreover, the results indicate
that the gap to the perfect CSI case is bigger when ρ = 0.1 than when ρ = 0.9. This is also expected
because the correlation index ρ is a measure of how much information we have on the channel.
Finally, in Fig. 5 the beamforming condition derived in Section VI-A with statistical CSI on H is
validated. Fig. 4 considers a system with NS = NR = ND = 2, PmaxS = 1 Watt, ΛC = INR , λt,1 = 2,
λt,2 = 1, b = 0.1, and c = 0.5. With these parameters, Problem (33) has been solved for increasing values
of PmaxR , and the components λ1 and λ2 of the solution, normalized so as to add up to 1, have been
plotted versus the parameter P , defined in the proof of Proposition 6. The black line in the plot marks
the beamforming optimality region computed according to the condition in Proposition 6, and indeed it
6As far as algorithm 2 is concerned, a similar behavior has been also observed when increasing the number of initialization
points. Instead, as for Algorithm 3, it has been observed that there is a small probability that it converges to a different fixed
point.
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is seen that when such limit is exceeded, some power starts being allocated to the second transmission
stream, too.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
EE optimization in relay-assisted systems has been carried out in this paper assuming both perfect and
statistical CSI. The considered energy-efficient performance function is the system GEE, defined as the
ratio between the achievable rate and the consumed power. First, the optimal source and relay eigenvector
matrices have been determined and it has been shown that diagonalization of both the numerator and
the denominator of the GEE is optimal. Next, it has been shown that the resulting power allocation
problem is separately pseudo-concave in the source and relay power allocation vector, and therefore has
been tackled by means of fractional programming and alternating maximization. With reference to the
statistical CSI scenarios, conditions for beamforming optimality have also been derived. The performance
of all of the considered scenarios have been numerically addressed and contrasted.
It should be remarked that also the more general case in which both the source-relay and the relay-
destination channels are only statistically known could be tackled by means of the same techniques
developed in this paper. Details are omitted due to space constraints, but it is possible to show that
diagonalizing the correlation matrices of the statistically available channels is optimal in this scenario,
too. However, the resulting power control problem can not be shown to be separately pseudo-concave
in the source and relay power vectors. Thus, such a scenario deserves further investigation as far as the
design of low-complexity power control algorithms is concerned.
APPENDIX
Lemma 1: The function tr(TR), where T and R are Hermitian matrices with proper dimensions, is
minimized when T and R commute and have eigenvalues arranged in opposite order.
Proof: See [50, Lemma H.1.h].
Lemma 2: The function log|IN +T−1R|, where T is N ×N , Hermitian, and positive definite, while
R is N × N , Hermitian, and positive semidefinite, is minimized when T and R commute and have
eigenvalues arranged in the same order.
Proof: This result is a direct consequence of [51, VI.7.1, VI.7.2], where it is proved that |T +R| ≥∏N
j=1 (λj(T ) + λj(R)), with {λj(T )}Nj=1 and {λj(R)}Nj=1 the eigenvalues of T and R, respectively,
arranged in decreasing order. As a consequence, since |T +R| = |T ||I + T−1R|, we have
|T ||I + T−1R| ≥
N∏
j=1
(λj(T ) + λj(R)) = |T |
N∏
j=1
(
1 +
λj(R)
λj(T )
)
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Lemma 3: Consider the function g : X ∈ Hn → g(X) ∈ R+0 , and assume that g(ΓXΓ) = g(X) for
any n× n diagonal matrix Γ of the form
Γ = diag(1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i−1
,−1, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−i
) (48)
with i ≤ n. Then,
• if g is concave, then it is maximized when X is diagonal.
• if g is convex, then it is minimized when X is diagonal.
• if g is linear, then, it remains unaltered if the eigenvector matrix of X is set to the identity.
Proof: This result is an extension of a technique first presented in [52]. Assume g is concave. Then,
defining the matrix X∗ = 12X +
1
2ΓXΓ =
1
2X +
1
2X we can write
g(X∗) = g
(
1
2
X +
1
2
X
)
≥ 1
2
g(X) +
1
2
g(X) = g(X) . (49)
Now, X∗ has the same entries as X except for the off-diagonal entries of the i-th row and column, that
are set to zero. Therefore, iterating this procedure n times leads to the conclusion that the maximizing
X must be diagonal. If g is convex, the same procedure can be employed to show that
g(X∗) = g
(
1
2
X +
1
2
X
)
≤ 1
2
g(X) +
1
2
g(X) = g(X) , (50)
thus proving that the minimizing X must be diagonal. Finally, if g is linear, combining the two previous
cases we have g(X∗) ≤ g(X) ≤ g(X∗), which implies g(X∗) = g(X). Iterating this procedure n
times yields g(X) = g(diag(X)), with diag(X) denoting the diagonal matrix with the same diagonal
elements of X , which implies the thesis.
Lemma 4: Let M be a complex N × M matrix. Then, the matrix function f(X) = (IN +
MX−1MH)−1 is matrix-concave in X .
Proof: The thesis can be simply obtained by applying the matrix inversion lemma.
f(X) = IN −M(X +MHM)−1MH . (51)
The matrix function (X + MHM)−1 is matrix-convex, since it is a linear transformation of the
matrix function (X)−1, which is known to be matrix-convex [50]. Then, the matrix-concavity of f(X)
immediately follows.
Lemma 5: For any ν ≥ 0, M×M diagonal, positive semidefinite matrices L and Λ, the matrix-valued
function f(Λ) = Λ(νIM +LΛ)−1 is matrix-concave.
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Proof: First of all, denoting by λ = {λi}Mi=1 and ` = {`i}Mi=1 the diagonal vectors of Λ and L,
respectively, f can be equivalently written as f(λ) = diag
(
λ1
ν+`1λ1
, . . . , λMν+`MλM
)
. Then, exploiting the
concavity of the function gm(t) =
t
ν + `mt
for t ≥ 0 and for all m = 1, . . . ,M , we have
f(aλ1 + (1− a)λ2)
 a diag
(
λ1,1
ν + `1λ1,1
, . . . ,
λ1,M
ν + `Mλ1,M
)
+(1− a) diag
(
λ2,1
ν + `1λ2,1
, . . . ,
λ2,M
ν + `Mλ2,M
)
= af(λ1) + (1− a)f(λ2) , (52)
for all a ∈ [0; 1] and λ1 = {λ1,i}Mi=1, λ2 = {λ2,i}Mi=1 with non-negative components.
Lemma 6: Let M1 and M2 be two n× n Hermitian matrices, and x be a non-negative scalar. Then,
d
dx
log|M1 + xM2| = tr
(
(M1 + xM2)
−1M2
)
(53)
Proof: See [44].
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Fig. 1. Number of iterations for the alternating maximization algorithm to converge with statistical CSI on H . The algorithm
has been started from 10 different initialization points.
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Fig. 2. Number of iterations for the alternating maximization algorithm to converge with statistical CSI on G. The algorithm
has been started from 10 different initialization points.
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Fig. 3. ρ = 0.5. Achieved average GEE for: a) GEE maximization with perfect CSI; b) GEE maximization with statistical
CSI on H; c) GEE maximization with statistical CSI on G.
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Fig. 4. ρ = 0.1; 0.9. Achieved average GEE for: a) GEE maximization with perfect CSI; b) GEE maximization with statistical
CSI on H; c) GEE maximization with statistical CSI on G.
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Fig. 5. FP beamforming optimality range for statistical CSI on H . For P ≤ −9dBW, FP beamforming is optimal.
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